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Take your family on a fun-filled journey to the manger this Christmas season! Learn more about

Bible characters related to the Nativity and help teach your children about the true meaning of

Christmas. Dive into each day of Advent with devotions and activities that will engage the entire

family. Packed full of fun activities, Journey to the Manger Advent Calendar includes an Advent

poster, Bible character stickers, readings, kidsâ€™ puzzles, and more!
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We ordered this as a gift to our children from their "Elf." I love how it walks through every step of

Jesus's coming and birth, including the prophecies the lead up to the miraculous event. The kids

really enjoyed shouting out the special phrase for each lessons, as well as placing the stickers in

the appropriate place on the poster. I highly recommend this Advent Calendar to people with young

children who want to focus on Jesus and the true reason for Christmas.

Journey to the Manger Advent Calendar brings the reason we have Christmas back in the minds of

the younger children. It's filled with fantastic stickers that the child puts on the advent calendar each

day. Included in the book is an activity guide letting the parent know what image the child puts on

the advent poster and helps the parent discuss each bible verse. Each activity can be geared



towards younger or older children.Other activities (that my grandson will love) are mazes, puzzles,

and crossword puzzles. I love that the solutions are found in the back for the stumped parent or

grandparent!This book helps make the holiday more meaningful and fun for children. Lessons that

will be remembered for a long time. Great book and I know that it will be enjoyed!

This is a great Advent book for families with young children and elementary age children. There are

daily devotions, activity suggestions, and puzzles. There is also a poster Advent calendar with a

new sticker for each day. It is easy to use the Advent calendar and devotions in a way that fits well

with your children's ages and interests.I used this book as a daily Advent devotion with my 6 year

old daughter during the month of December. We both enjoyed it very much! My daughter's favorite

part was the Advent calendar poster that went on the wall. She had fun finding the placing a new

sticker on the poster each day as we counted down the days until Christmas.

This advent calendar is great! It has an easy to follow parent's guide with suggestions for younger

and older children plus engaging poster, stickers and puzzles/activities that go along with each day.

All while teaching the real reason for the season and helping to center our thoughts on Christ. I

totally recommend it! PLUS it can be used for several years if you manipulate the resources

correctly. All around a great product from Tyndale and Focus on the Family (they never disappoint!).
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